SPRING SUMMER 2016

“I still remember the sense of wonder I felt when experiencing that simple magic of a kaleidoscope – countless
pieces that would shift, rotate and converge, creating infinite images and juxtapositions though constant in their
beauty as a whole. Through the kaleidoscope, I see the Canali man, suspended in the timeless atmosphere of
an everlasting Mediterranean Summer.” (Andrea Pompilio)
For SS16, Canali presents a novel vision of Summertime icons as colors, fabrics, styles and silhouettes come
together in countless combinations to form a dynamic and elegant tableau of looks for the new season.
Colors travel decisively across a natural palette that adds impactful accents throughout the collection.
Blues progress from sky to aquamarine, mixing with warm earth tones of ochre, caramel and burgundy,
illuminated by flashes of deep sea greens.
Seasonal fabrics take on new aesthetics, boasting luxurious compositions and innovative effects.
Quintessentially casual denim is presented in a wool-linen blend while a wool-silk-linen and premium
cotton are given a velvety terry finish, forming distinctive textures that truly evoke the spirit of Summer.
Silk organza, kid leather and nubuck lend an exceptionally soft hand to outerwear and shoes.
Lightweight tailoring and leisurewear essentials with unexpected (and sometimes hidden) details are
key. Trench coats and jackets are cut in pure silk organza, whose transparency allows a glimpse of
the distinctive ‘double layer’ Egyptian cotton shirting beneath. Two-button jackets feature particularly
placed bellows – a leitmotif of the collection – on the back and on the front patch pockets, which
extend down to the bottom hem.
Clean-cut briefcases are offset by unstructured backpacks and playful hand-crafted lariat key-holders, all
embellished with a graphic contrasting stripe whose optical impact adds a touch of whimsical originality.
Hand-finished shaded calfskin loafers and lace-ups in a myriad of hues set the tone while aubergine
crocodile-skin brogues with hybrid espadrille/rubber ridged soles make a statement.
The proportions are subtly shifted and softened, creating a fresh and relaxed silhouette. Destructured
jackets feature clean, graceful lines and pants are more relaxed at the reverse-pleated waist and thighs,
tapering towards the bottom to a contemporary ankle-length crop.
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The new season of Canali is heralded in by a sudden Summer storm that vanishes just as quickly as it
appears, leaving a chromatic collage in its wake. The runway is enveloped by a montage of screens, each
of different dimensions and each showcasing an individual element: a color, a texture, a detail. They shift
and rotate within a fragmented image of a kaleidoscope, converging into a beautiful mosaic of our SS16
collection.

CANALI
Canali has been a paradigm of tailor-made Italian luxury and men’s elegance for more than 80 years.
Since 1934, it has been promoting the values of Made in Italy excellence through its artisanal know-how, creating sartorial masterpieces
of exceptional wearability and comfort in a perfect balance of elements that blends culture and history with style and taste. The Canali
Tailoring Principle uses innovation to achieve aesthetic perfection, continuously renewing its styles with a meticulous attention to detail
and the use of premium fabrics.
For a truly personalized experience, Canali offers the SU MISURA service, which combines the expertise of our Made-to-Measure
specialists and the artistry of our master tailors to create distinctive suits, jackets, trousers and shirts from the finest materials, all
handcrafted in Italy.
A family-run company now in its third generation, Canali is a modern-day design and manufacturing group with its own production
centers all located in Italy and more than 1,700 employees worldwide. In addition to its 250 boutiques, a number that continues to grow,
the brand can also be found in over 1,000 retail stores in more than 100 countries across the globe.
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